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TO: KARL

CITE "ASHA"

1. AUTHORIZES YOU TO GIVE COPY OF YOUR WRITTEN REPORT ON RUSTY TO GENERAL HALL. WE ASSUME IS CONDENSED VERSION OF FINISHED DOCUMENT. IN VERSION YOU GIVE TO HALL, ELIMINATE RECOMMENDATIONS COVERED IN PARAGRAPH FIFTEEN OF REFERENCE CABLE. PERSONALLY DELIVER REPORT TO HALL AND BE PREPARED TO ANSWER ANY ORAL QUESTIONS HE MAY HAVE, PARTICULARLY REGARDING DEFECTS OBSERVED BY YOU THAT WILL ENABLE HALL TO RECTIFY AT ONCE.

2. BASIS ON WHICH THIS ORGANIZATION WOULD ACCEPT RUSTY DISCUSSED WITH HALL THIS DATE BY AND . FINAL DECISION WILL NOT BE MADE PENDING CERTAIN DISCUSSIONS WHICH HALL MUST HAVE WITH HIS PRINCIPALS HERE AND IN GERMANY. YOU WILL BE ADVISED WHEN DECISION BECOMES FINAL. MEANWHILE, RETURN TO YOUR REGULAR DUTIES.

D.GALLOWAY

Releasing Officers: Originating and Coordinating Officers
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